Classifying torso deformity in scoliosis using orthogonal maps of the torso.
Analysis of three-dimensional (3D) images of human torsos for torso deformities such as scoliosis requires classifying torso distortion. Assessing torso distortion from 3D images is not trivial as actual torsos are non-symmetric and show an outstanding range of variations leading to high classification errors. As the degree of spinal deformity (and classification of torso shape) influences scoliosis treatment options, the development of more accurate classification procedures is desirable. This paper presents a technique for assessing torso shape and classifying scoliosis into mild, moderate and severe categories using two indices, 'twist' and 'bend', obtained from orthogonally transformed images of the complete torso surface called orthogonal maps. Four transforms (axial line, unfolded cylinder, enclosing cylinder and subtracting cylinder) were used. Blind tests on 361 computer models with known deformation parameter values show 100% classification accuracy. Tests on eight volunteers without scoliosis validated the system and tests on 22 torso images of volunteers with scoliosis showed up to 95.5% classification accuracy. In addition to classifying scoliosis, orthogonal maps present the entire torso in one view and are viable for use in scoliosis clinics for monitoring the progression of scoliosis.